Bar Maid Corporation first developed the 5-brush electric glass washer in the 1960’s and we’ve been making it better ever since. Today, we are the number one manufacturer of electric glass washers in the world!

When you have a really great product, there are always competitors that try to imitate. There have recently been “low-cost” Chinese imports available. Like anything else, they are “low-cost” for a reason… and in this case there are several reasons that may affect both dealers and end-users. Most importantly, they may lack safety features and certifications.

Don’t be influenced by the CE mark

The CE mark is often the ONLY mark found on some imported products. CE is not valid in the USA or Canada. It is often “self-declared” with no testing, and is not recognized by any insurance companies, health departments or other agencies in the United States. The question is, without UL/CSA and NSF testing and approval, can you really be sure the product you are using is reliably safe and worth the liability risk?

Bar Maid offers two Electric Glass Washer models

Both the A Series Upright Glass Washer and SS Series Submersible Glass Washer feature heavy duty, durable construction that is built tough for use in even the busiest, most demanding bars and restaurants. Either is a great choice. The compact design of the SS Series allows it to fit under bars where space is limited and the submersible motor runs smooth and quiet.

Factors that set Bar Maid Electric Glass Washers apart from the imitation:

- Exclusive NEW 2-year warranty*
- Exclusive Electrical Ground Fault Circuit protection
- Electrical safety testing and certification to UL and CSA required by OSHA and Health Departments
- Sanitation testing and certification to NSF standards required by Health Departments
- Exclusive materials and “Bi-Bristle” brushes perform significantly better and far outlast import brands
- Made in USA and known for reliability for nearly 60 years
- Large variety of accessory brushes for cleaning virtually any size of glass.
- Genuine Bar Maid Glass Washer Parts available
- Bar Maid Authorized Repair Service Centers located across the United States in the unlikely event your glass washer does need service

“Without UL/CSA and NSF testing and approval, can you really be sure the product you are using is reliably safe and worth the liability risk?

Superior Cleaning with the Bar Maid System

Use Bar Maid Electric Glass Washers in combination with concentrated LoSuds Liquid Glassware Detergent, Sani-Maid Quaternary Sanitizer Tablets and Sanitizer Test Strips for superior cleaning power that even removes lipstick and dried fruit pulp, leaving you with spotless, sparkling clean glassware.

Bar Maid Electric Glass Washers offer unmatched quality, performance and safety. These are the manufacturing principles that made our electric glass washers the hospitality industry standard for nearly 60 years. We are backing that with a brand new 2-year warranty.

*Second year of warranty requires registration
**Glass Polishing Wand**
The flexibility of the GP-1M Glass Polishing Wand easily allows user to polish inside the glass while minimizing the chance for breakage. More sanitary than “hand on cloth” polishing, faster and more effective. Replacement polishing cloths GP-3MC available in a 3 pack.

**BLE-300 Blender**
Customers asked us for simple and quieter at a great price-point. Enter the BLE-300 Blender. 3 HP, On-Off/Hi-Low, super power, quieter than ever. 64oz BPA-free Tritan container. The ultimate for everything from soups to smoothies. 2-year Commercial Warranty. Available 2nd quarter 2018.

**FLY-BYE TAP-BRUSH**
A TAP-CAP and a cleaning brush all in one! The TAP-BRUSH cleans beer taps and keeps the bugs out. It is a great Bar Maid quality product in attractive packaging and at very competitive pricing. 6 per pack.

**Ultimate Bottle Opener**
CR-1280 is our spin on a classic. Bar Maid quality in an attractive package. Available now!

**Vinyl Coated Openers**
High quality stainless steel flat bottle openers that are vinyl coated to reduce stress on hands. Available in pink CR-1277PR and black CR-1277BR.

**Wide Cork Medium Speed Pourers**
CR-285PW Bar Maid quality Stainless Steel (not chromed metal) ensures no corrosion. Wide corks are designed to fit wide mouth bottles like Patron. Covers also available: CR-300UN.
Bar Maid delivers products that pay back in efficiency, safety and protection from potential liability.

Developing products that are tested and proven safe, while improving efficiency is a key focus at Bar Maid.

**Safety testing essential for Electric Glass Washers**

Our 5-Brush Glass Washers are the only electric glass washers tested and approved to USA (and Canadian) Safety and Sanitation standards set by UL, CSA and NSF. The CE mark found on imported “copy” products is not a valid mark anywhere in North America and is not accepted by Health Departments, OSHA and many insurance companies. In fact, there is no guarantee that a product carrying the CE mark has ever been tested. Is it worth the liability risk?

Bar Maid Glass Washers are “the choice of chains” because of their safety, reliability and efficiency. For added safety, all North American models also include a Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter and are backed by an exclusive two-year limited warranty.

**Glass Polisher virtually eliminates glass breakage and associated injuries.**

Saving time is great! But if you can prevent breaking expensive stemware and virtually eliminate “cut injuries” you have a winning combination that pays for itself in no time. Enter the GP-100 Glass Polisher/Dryer. Polish up to 400 Glasses per hour with virtually no breakage. It’s more sanitary than hand polishing too.

**Citrus Wedger keeps fingers away from a sharp blade**

Cutting up fruit with a knife is both tedious and potentially dangerous. Bar Maid’s WEG-816 Citrus Wedger quickly cuts up lemons and limes in 8 or 16 pieces. At a fraction of the cost of other wedgers and easy to replace blades, you can’t afford not to have one. Already specified by major US chains.

**KP Cart and Dolly: We’ve got your back… and your foot!**

Moving heavy beer kegs can easily strain one’s back or worse. Keg injuries are common. From hurt backs to broken toes, moving heavy kegs can cause serious injury. Bar Maid’s heavy-duty KP Cart and Dolly are designed to make keg management both easy and safe. Balanced design allows almost anyone to pick up a full keg and move it to the “draw box.”

The KP Dolly supports up to 400 pounds and doubles as a trash can dolly (locking onto “Brute” cans). Both products are heavy duty, made in USA and spec’d by major chains.

**FLY-BYE: Keep the bugs and bacteria under control**

Have you got Fruit Flies (aka Drain Flies)? Join the club! Most bars and restaurants do and they’re not just annoying, they’re unhealthy. A few “hitch-hiking” fruit-flies can arrive in a box of fruit and grow an infestation size colony in no time. Our FLY-BYE Drain Trap Seal keeps them out of the drain (cockroaches too). This patented drain trap seal installs in seconds, allows full flow down the drain, but no up-flow. No bugs, no smells, no gases escape from the drain.

TAP-CAP and TAP-BRUSH: Keep those fruit flies from drinking the beer in your taps at night!

TAP-CAP seals up your tap and catches any residual “drips.” TAP-BRUSH features a small brush to clean and close up your tap when not in use.

TAP-STRIP Drain Tray cleaner, keeps the Tap Tray and drain clean, eliminating a food source for the fruit flies. Eliminates stale beer odor too! Lasts 45 to 90 days.

Turn the page to read about the entire Fly-Bye product line!
Fruit Flies... not just annoying, they’re a health issue!

The FLY-BYE line of products from Bar Maid gives the restaurant and bar industry effective tools to help control fruit flies.

Fruit flies are not just a nuisance; they are a major sanitation issue for bars and restaurants. Also called drosophila flies, vinegar flies or wine flies, they often find their way into even the cleanest commercial kitchens and bars by hitchhiking on produce and just a few can quickly become an established breeding colony. Fruit flies love ripened fruits and vegetables as well as fermented beverages, liquor, beer and wine. They also breed in floor drains, bottles and cans, trash and recycling containers... virtually any damp area with spillage or attractive residues.

“The FLY-BYE line is really a group of products that, along with good sanitation practices, work together to combat the reproduction of fruit flies,” said George Shepherd, owner and President of Bar Maid Corporation. “The last thing you want are customers bedeviled and swatting at buzzing fruit flies while sitting in your bar or restaurant.”

Foodservice Equipment Reports named our FLY-BYE Floor Drain Trap Seal a winner of its 2017 Smallwares Competition.

FLY-BYE Fruit Fly Traps utilize a powerful 2-part, food-based attractant to entice fruit flies into a trap where they are unable to escape. The traps contain no VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds) and are non-toxic, so they can be used anywhere at any time, including food preparation or storage areas of the kitchen, near the bar fruit and condiment caddy, or next to garbage cans. Use each trap up to 30 days and then dispose of it in the trash or recycling bin.

With quick, easy installation it prevents drain odors, pest infiltration, harmful biologic aerosols and migration of sewer gas and radon from the drain into the living or work space. This improves air quality, protects the public health and helps in LEED Certification. The patented one-way valve won’t impair flow rate or plumbing maintenance. Universal plumbing code certified.

Bar Maid also offers a variety of solutions to keep liquor pourers and beer taps sanitary and free of fruit flies and other bugs. Underneath the soda or beer tap drip tray is a prime habitat for fruit flies. The Beer Drip Tray Conditioning Strip from Bar Maid is a product placed under the grate that minimizes clogged drains and controls odors that attract fruit flies. Each strip lasts 21-90 days.

The Beer Tap Cap is a plastic cap that fits over the end of the tap faucet.

New for 2018, the Tap Cap Brush not only keeps fruit flies and other bugs out of your tap, it helps remove built up residue from inside the tap, while regular use helps prevent “beer stone” and bacteria build up.

Flip-Top Premium Pour Measured Liquor Pourers feature a small, hinged top that opens when pouring and closes when not in use to prevent bugs from entering. These liquor pourers are offered in four popular shot sizes and four colors. Whiskygate Screened Liquor Pourers and Square Screened Liquor Pourers are 3-count pourers with a screen inside to keep bugs out.

Whiskygate Pourer Caps, Betterway Universal Dust Covers and Kover-All Universal Dust Caps all slide over the end of liquor pourers when not in use.